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ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WRITING AN ARTICLE FOR UPCOMING NEWSBITE ISSUES?

Whether your topic is based on personal experiences, a faculty interview, innovations in dentistry, or 

even your student organization, we are always open to publishing content from GSDM students! 

Reach out to Pujitha at pujithat@bu.edu to voice your interest. 
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When you think of China, what do you envision? This question was posed to a group of GSDM students 

and me during our academic exchange trip to China because the students wanted to understand how we 

perceived their culture.  We visited three cities—Beijing, Xi’an, Shanghai—and their dental institutions, 

Peking, Air Force, and Jia Tong Schools of Stomatology, respectively.  From operative dentistry—or as they 

call it, the “endodontics department,” because they cluster operative alongside root canals—to the implant 

placement rooms and operating rooms for the departments of Oral and Maxillofacial surgery—we were 

constantly asked this question.  At first, it was difficult for me to answer, because I embarked on this 

exchange trip with a suitcase overfull of clothes, a mind devoid of expectations, and an extra carry-on with 

some space from the bias I tried my best to leave back home.  

I believe that for one to acquire an authentic experience in a new country, it is important to arrive not 

only with your passport, but an extra page in it to fill with the beginnings of cultural competency (CC) and 

most importantly, cultural humility (CH).  CH involves the ongoing process of exploring and critiquing 

oneself combined with a genuine willingness to learn from others. It means sharing ideas—culture—with 

the intentions of respecting and honoring the beliefs, customs, and values of others. CH is acknowledging 

the differences that exist between your culture and someone else’s, but accepting people for who they are. 

On the other hand, CC is the ability to interact effectively with people of varying sociological backgrounds. 

Working towards CC is an ongoing process, because there’s a lot to learn and because of the obstacles we 

create that impede us from fully appreciating the nuances of a new culture. However, the gentle experience 

[Cultural Humility] involves the 
ongoing process of exploring and 
critiquing oneself combined with 
a genuine willingness to learn 
from others.

and power can shape people in different parts of 

the world regardless of the government or politics 

of each nation. Aside from the many cases in 

dentistry that were used for learning, one of the 

most important lessons that China and its people, 

students, leaders, and institutions afforded me was 

the realization and importance of humility existing 

in positions of power.

As a gentle suggestion for the next trip you go on, 

don’t forget to leave space in your bag for those 

ounces of CH that will in turn bring you back 

metric tons of respect, admiration, and honor for 

the place that welcomed you with open arms and 

open doors into their culture. ◼

H U M I L I T Y 
I N  P O W E R

MIGUEL MORENO
DMD 2020

ACADEMIC EXCHANGE TRIP TO

CHINA
colleagues on the trip, things are different back 

home in the U.S, especially in the operating room. 

Here if the question is asked at an inopportune 

time, it can be viewed as rude or inappropriate. 

There are appropriate times and questions to ask, 

but as a novice or a first time observer--as some of 

us were on the trip--it can be difficult to navigate 

the waters in the operating room and learn when 

it is appropriate to ask your questions. Moreover, 

in the U.S., you may think twice about asking why 

the surgeon used a scalpel instead of a bovie, or why 

the surgeon started with the mandible instead of 

the maxilla. These were differences that marked a 

clear distinction in how education, status, money 

of CH does not ask or create the expectation for 

one to fully absorb all aspects of the culture as 

CC might let on—but to acknowledge one’s own 

implicit bias, sentiments, thoughts, and actions 

that may interfere with the interpretation and 

development of that new culture. Like a marathon, 

I like to picture the finish line as CC and CH as the 

motivation that pulls you forward after 10 hours 

of endurance. In short, CH is more a state of mind, 

while CC is a destination.  

If I was asked the question of what I picture when 

I think of China now, I would answer a dragon—

this dragon I see is a powerful but gentle creature 

made of the passion, intelligence, and humility 

that fills the veins of the Chinese people we met 

on our trip. No matter where we found ourselves 

touring or shadowing, our hosts were very famous 

leaders in their institutions and in their own 

country.  Citizens all across the country traveled 

only to be seen and treated by them. Regardless 

of the amount of education, status, power, or 

money they may or may not have had—they 

treated us like equals and sometimes even gave 

us more acknowledgment and regard than what 

we thought we deserved or needed. Questions, 

even the misguided or cryptic ones, were always 

welcome and answered religiously and with follow 

up. In the operating room, we learned extensively 

about each case and why procedures were planned 

and executed, but that was only possible because 

the head surgeon made himself readily available 

to us and synthesized all the complex systems of 

information he knew into bite-sized pieces for us 

to digest and enjoy. As I learned from my GSDM 
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Don’t let this place 
institutionalize you.

“Externship Rotation #1. Site: Federal Medical Center Devens” . . . When I read this 

sentence in the email assigning me to work as a student dentist in a federal prison for 

10 weeks, it felt like I was being sentenced. Would I be safe? Would the inmates respect 

me? How was I supposed to put a giant 27-gauge needle into the mouth of a convicted 

murderer?! But, working at a prison was nothing like I expected it to be, and here’s why.

Everyone who works at prisons will tell you their first day was the scariest because those 

“big barred doors slam behind you, and you know you’re locked in,” and that’s true. But 

scarier for me was walking on my first morning past hundreds of inmates on their way to 

their appointments/classes/breakfast/rec. I couldn’t help but think that these guys look 

just like anyone else you’d see walking down the street, except for their matching khaki 

uniforms. They look like uncles, fathers, brothers, friends. I thought they were going to 

look like the guys in Bikini Bottom’s Salty Spitoon, but they looked more like Weenie Hut 

Juniors. My first appointment was three simple extractions on a 44-year-old man who 

had been shot 37 times over drug territory disagreements in Chicago; he was wheelchair-

bound and had almost no feeling left in his head and neck. My next appointment was a 

denture adjustment on a Mafia guy serving nine life sentences without parole because 

“I really only killed the first three, but they pinned me for the other six because I was 

in the wrong place at the wrong time.” If one of these men came into my office “on 

the outside,” I would never suspect that he had committed a crime—let alone a violent 

ASHLEY BREDE
DMD 2020

EXTERNSHIP IN A 

FEDERAL PRISON
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crime—because they were nothing but kind and 

respectful. They told me stories about their wives 

and kids juxtaposed with stories of the terrible 

state jails at which they started their sentences, 

where they had to “fight to survive.” Stories of hope 

for their first days “back on the outs” and how all 

they want is a real cup of coffee because prison 

coffee tastes like dirt. Stories of friends who visit 

faithfully every week paralleled with the inner 

guilt they feel for having their newborn children 

see them behind bars. 

During my 10-week “sentence” at FMC Devens, I 

only really felt scared once. We were treating a 

patient from a locked-down psychiatric ward (“N1”) 

for a simple extraction of #30 due to gross decay. 

The patient arrived in a bright orange jumpsuit, 

wrist cuffs, body cuffs, ankle cuffs, and with four 

escorting officers . . . it was straight out of a movie. 

We sat him down, took a PA, and then for the 

first time at this site, I was told by my attending 

that I could not treat this patient. I didn’t ask 

questions and didn’t want to step on toes, but I 

also noticed that his officers weren’t leaving the 

clinic like they normally do. General population 

inmates aren’t cuffed, aren’t escorted, and I am 

not restricted in treating them. Anyway, I assisted 

my attending and over-explained to the patient 

what to expect because he seemed terrified. He had 

never had a tooth extracted before, and he started 

to get agitated. After the surgery, I couldn’t help 

but feel bad that he was wearing cuffs that restrict 

his wrists and ankles . . . how will he change his 

gauze? So, I asked the hygienist why he came in 

like that. She explained that he has Schizophrenia 

that the doctors cannot control with medications 

or therapy, and he was considered one of FMC 

Devens’ most unpredictable inmates. He has good 

days and bad days, but no one can figure out what 

triggers him. So, for our safety, as well as the safety 

of his officers and other inmates, he must be cuffed 

any time he is out of his cell (which is usually only 

for one hour a day). I was scared of that patient, 

after the fact, for the unpredictability he couldn’t 

control, but not of the boy I saw in my chair. I was 

IT TOOK ME A FEW WEEKS TO GRAPPLE WITH 
THIS PATIENT’S STORY, BUT AT THE END OF THE 
DAY, HE WAS STILL JUST A SCARED 22-YEAR-OLD 
KID IN MY DENTAL CHAIR AND DESERVED THE 
SAME CARE I’D GIVE “ON THE OUTS.”

sitting in judgement, and it wasn’t my place. It 

took me a few weeks to grapple with this patient’s 

story, but at the end of the day, he was still just 

a scared 22-year-old kid in my dental chair and 

deserved the same care I’d give “on the outs.”

Over my 10 weeks, I learned how to do full 

mouth extractions on a patient with unrelenting 

Tourette’s, and I learned that the prison pasta 

tastes like Mexican food. I learned how to stop 

post-op bleeding on a dialysis patient with a blood 

pressure of 201/111, and I learned that it costs $80 

for an MP3 player and $1 for every song you add to 

that player. I learned how to border mold like a pro 

with a Navy prosthodontist, and I learned that you 

can get as much microwave bacon as you want at 

commissary, but are only allowed three ice creams 

per week. I’ll miss joking with the inmates about 

my loupes that look like “laser eyes” and singing 

along to country songs mid-extraction. And I’ll 

miss them thanking me for every visit. ◼



Hannah’s snapshot of the Samuel Simonds Hospital, 

where she had the privilege of working in the dental 

clinic for two weeks.
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I don’t think winters in New England are terrible. 

I personally love the cold weather because it means 

fewer bugs, less sweat, and always being able to 

wear comfortable pants. So when I heard about 

an opportunity to apply to an elective externship 

in Alaska over the summer, I went headfirst into 

my application. I was assigned to go on the school-

mandated 10-week externship in March of the 

following year, but I didn’t want to wait that long 

to expand my experiences professionally. I thought 

this would give me a chance to broaden my skills 

and get away from the mindset of school for a 

while. And who would’ve guessed, I was right!

Let me tell you a little bit about Barrow. This is 

the northernmost village in the United States. 

The only way to get in is by flying on a passenger 

or cargo plane from Anchorage. That is because 

most of Alaska is not inhabited – most of it is free 

terrain with no connecting roads. On the way in, 

the plane stopped at another village, so the ride 

was at a lower altitude than the clouds. The views 

were absolutely incredible; you could see mountain 

ranges with glaciers, water runoffs, canyons, and 

lagoons, all untouched by humans. I like to say 

that I’ve been north of the wall, but locally they 

call it “the top of the world.”  Barrow is 1,250 miles 

from the North Pole, but it still felt like being on 

the edge of the earth. 

The externship was located at the Samuel 

Simmonds Memorial Hospital, which was built 

just six years ago. The two-floor hospital is one of 

the biggest buildings in the village, with state-of-

the-art technology and services. The dental clinic 

had 10 operatory rooms, each with x-ray machines, 

amalgamators, Piezo machines, and drawers with 

all the usual materials. The sterilization room was 

designed in a straight-line assembly for transport 

from dirty to clean, with documentation and 

review of every load daily, weekly, quarterly and 

annually. The clinic was immaculate! But that 

wasn’t the best part about the clinic; it was the 

people and the dentistry.

Public health and preventative dentistry go hand-

in-hand, especially in this community. The local 

community is obsessed with soda and sweets, 

so many of the patients have cavities on almost 

every tooth in their mouth. The Native American 

population receive free healthcare with the Arctic 

Slope Native Association, but the remainder of 

the population does not. Since it is such a remote 

location, prices are higher than even most private 

practices in metropolitan areas. But any work 

done by externs is free, so my opportunity to do 

operative and periodontal treatment was endless, 

on both children and adults. My schedule was 

fully booked and had almost no cancellations. I 

just had to figure out how to balance the amount 

of work with a smaller amount of time. I am used 

to three-hour appointments at the GSDM Patient 

Treatment Center here in Boston, having to set up 

and clean up myself. At the hospital, I had one-

and-a-half or two-hour appointments with an 

assistant to set up, clean up, and assist with tools 

and materials through the entire day. I felt like 

I could truly focus on dentistry and provide as 

much care to these patients as possible. 

The major difference I saw in the practice 

of dentistry in Barrow compared to here at 

school was on preventative side. They do not do 

“extension for prevention,” because the caries 

rate is so high that there is a very high chance 

for recurrent decay regardless of the size of the 

preparation. The thought process is that less 

structure gone now is more to work with later. 

The use of etch, prime, and bond before placement 

of amalgam is used to prevent sensitivity because 

many of the preparations are fairly deep (note that 

the manufacturer’s instructions say this is one of 

the approved and intended uses). Silver diamine 

fluoride is used on any tooth that has caries with 

a risk of pulpal infection, except on maxillary 

incisors. Sealants are placed at any age and every 

appointment reviews thorough oral hygiene 

instructions for anywhere between three to ten 

minutes with visual guidance and sometimes with 

additional literature guidance. I am thankful for 

this experience because it expanded my education 

from school-based teaching and practice to insight 

in real-life dentistry.

Like I said earlier, Barrow is very remote. There 

isn’t much to do, but I understand why people stay 

for years in a place with 24-hour sun and 50°F 

summer days to 24-hour dark and -50°F winter days. 

They truly love their work and their community. 

I am glad I could be a part of that community, if 

only for two weeks. I hope to someday return to 

Barrow because of the opportunities for personal 

and development growth, and to escape the heat! ◼

ELECTIVE EXTERNSHIP IN
BARROW, ALASKA

HANNAH SLAVIN
DMD 2020

Preventative Dentistry in Remote Communities
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As an extern at the Family Health Centers of 

Southwest Florida, a non-profit organization providing 

comprehensive medical and dental care for all ages, 

I gained significant insight into the treatment of 

pediatric patients. In my 10 weeks in La Belle, Florida, I 

realized that children and adolescents have two general 

mindsets: some were engaged, inquisitive, or fearless 

when I came into the operatory room, and others were 

hesitant, nervous, or flat-out terrified. While I quickly 

had to learn techniques to ease patient apprehension, 

I also wanted to better understand why these episodes 

were occurring. As practitioners, we want to prevent 

problems from happening instead of treating them once 

they’ve already manifested, right? With the guidance 

of my preceptor, Dr. Gustavo Pardo, a dentist with 

pediatric experience in his home country of Colombia 

and his current post in La Belle, we worked to devise 

strategies to alleviate pediatric patient anxiety.

We found that a majority of patients projecting a 

negative emotional response at the dentist were directly 

reflecting their parent(s)’, caretaker’s, or guardian’s 

attitude toward the dentist. If a guardian presented a 

negative image of the dentist to their child, the child 

would, in theory, emulate that feeling as children tend 

to mirror those they look up to. Moreover, those with 

a positive dental attitude had a noticeably different 

approach to home care than those with a negative dental 

F O S T E R I N G  T RU S T  I N 
YO U N G  PAT I E N T S

attitude. Overall, I believe we were able to reshape the 

mindset of some families at the La Belle clinic through 

simple strategies highlighted here. While they may 

seem like second nature to a practitioner or dental 

student, it is important to remember that patients don’t 

have the same education or experience and can benefit 

from this guidance. 

If guardians foster an environment that encourages 

brushing and flossing, pediatric patients will have a 

positive association with these measures. By positively 

reinforcing these behaviors with stickers, “gold 

stars,” etc., patients will feel a sense of pride in their 

accomplishments. Furthermore, by eliminating bias 

of negative or traumatic experiences on the part of 

guardians, pediatric patients start at a neutral playing 

field in their dental experience. Here, it is pivotal for 

the dentist to develop a trusting rapport with the 

patient. If the dentist presents him- or herself as an 

ally, and caretakers reinforce this idea of a “helper” 

in the fight against caries and gingivitis, positivity 

is hopefully instilled in the child. We can’t predict 

the mindset pediatric patients will adopt when they 

present to your practice. However, parents, guardians, 

and caretakers alike can foster a positive environment 

about oral health at home. ◼

EXTERNSHIP IN

LA BELLE, FLORIDA

DAN ZIMMERMAN
DMD 2020

1. Emphasize the importance of brushing and flossing

2. Positively 
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ctices
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BLUE ZONE
LEARNING FROM THE  

FREDERICK LIU
DMD 2021

As a 24 year old with what my doctor calls “clinically acceptable health for my age,” I 

spend almost no time thinking about my future health or how long I will live. Like many 

people of my generation, I choose to handle problems one day at a time and answer the 

“What about the future?” question with one of two responses: 1) Hopefully science and 

technology will have progressed to a point where, at the very least, I can have a super 

robot body; or 2) That’s just a future Fred problem. While this mindset has kept me 

alive thus far, during a recent vacation to Costa Rica, I was surprised to learn about 

blue zones, which had me contemplating my potentially scary future. 

Blue zones are locations in the world where people have been known to live 

longer and healthier than most anywhere else. The inhabitants of these areas 

not only commonly live to 90 or 100 years old, but are also often living healthier 

lifestyles, even without the use of medications. At this point, I’m certain many 

of you remember all those interesting genetics classes and are wondering 

about the role of genes in aging. True, the human body is not built to last, 

however a number of studies have found that genetics may only account 

for 10-20 percent of life longevity. There is nothing particularly unique 

about the ecosystems of blue zones, nor do they rely on some sort mystic 

berry or miracle flower. The inhabitants do however, share cultural and 

lifestyle similarities that promote long-term health and happiness. Quite 

honestly, there are many factors that contribute to the longer life in 

blue zones, and for a more in-depth discussion, you should read The 

Blue Zones: Lessons for Living Longer from the People Who’ve Lived 

the Longest by Dan Buettner. But as an impatient millennial, I will 
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tailored to you based on your health and what 

you need. Consulting your doctor or a dietician 

may provide you some insight into healthy 

dieting options that you could pursue.

Exercise - When I was in Costa Rica, it 

became evident that driving was a pain. Most 

roads were not well maintained, and driving 

over them felt a lot like crossing an ocean in 

a canoe. The benefit of this, however, is that 

many people commuted by walking or biking, 

naturally building exercise into their days. We 

all have days where we feel great and absolutely 

crush it at spin class, but I’m willing to bet 

there are also days where you realize that there 

is a Harry Potter movie marathon on TV, so 

you choose to stay home. Building exercise into 

your life remains one of the most sustainable 

ways to keep physically fit and allows you to be 

lazy while not being lazy at all. I was going to 

end this segment with a joke about not taking 

the elevator, but as we all know, the flight of 

stairs at the dental school is the fastest way to 

get up to the treatment center. No joke. 

Decreased Stress - There is one lesson that I 

took to heart while in Nicoya, and I think it is 

both the hardest and easiest way to live longer: 

decreasing stress. Stress is normal and in some 

cases, it is even helpful. However, when it is 

no longer needed for the situation, why carry 

it around? The way of life in Nicoya is simple, 

and the people there do not go out of their way 

to create stress. Like anywhere else, there are 

problems in the community, city, and country, 

but the people there are resilient and accept the 

things that they cannot change. They do their 

best to be grateful for the things they have and 

in doing so are happy with the way they live. 

During my time in Costa Rica, the one thing 

that always seemed to be there, besides the 

mosquitos, or rice and beans for every meal, was 

the Pura Vida spirit. Simply translated to “good 

life,” it embodies the mindset of focusing on 

the good and the intention of living a long and 

happy life. Although my many bug bites may 

go away, I hope my Pura Vida spirit remains as 

long as it can. ◼

cut to the chase and explain three key lifestyle 

factors: healthy diet, exercise, and decreased 

stress. 

Healthy Diet - If you have the ability to read 

this newsletter, then I’m sure you are already 

aware of what constitutes a healthy diet. This 

is, perhaps, one of the most obvious factors and 

I imagine most people are groaning about it 

already. Certainly, nobody wants a lecture from 

a guy with the metabolism of a sloth, who also 

puts chicken nuggets on pizza bagels, calling it 

“college chicken parm.” Personally, I’d happily 

sacrifice two years of my life if it means I 

could eat a juicy burger and greasy fries every 

week, something I call “re-allocating vitality 

funds.” Capricious as I am, I do, in fact, have a 

diet plan which entails cessation of eating for 

allotted periods of time, something the young 

people are calling “intermittent fasting.” The 

truth is, the original version of this paragraph 

was a gentle rant about embracing fasting and 

all of its potential benefits in the pursuit of 

longevity. This is of course, is not that version, 

and for good reason. It’s easy to get caught up 

in the latest dieting trends whether it be eating 

exclusively baby food every day (The Baby Food 

Diet) or replacing meals with a chunky vitamin 

milkshake (Soylent). Quite frankly, dieting 

trends are flavors of the month, and I’m sure 

some smart cookie in some lab is cooking up 

the next big trend to sweep morning news. In 

one of the blue zones, Okinawa, Japan, there is 

a cultural practice derived from the Confucian 

saying, “Hara hachi bu.” The sentiment and 

practice advises people to eat only until they 

are about 80% full, and in doing so, puts in 

place an abstract dietary restriction which has 

been found to lower their BMIs and potentially 

contribute to their longer life span. Let me be 

clear: this 80% rule is NOT for everyone. Every 

body has different needs, and dieting should be 

Stress is normal and in 
some cases, it is even helpful. 
However, when it is no longer 
needed for the situation, why 

carry it around?
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Dr. Hesham Nouh: I would be a chef. I love cooking and 

hopefully one day will open a restaurant of my own 

serving cuisine from all over the world.

Dr. Ana Keohane: If I had not become a dentist, I would 

have worked in the non-profit/public health sector. 

I enjoy community outreach and helping those in 

need. While dentistry is a great way to make a living, 

helping people solve the real issues in their lives is 

really important to me.

Dr. Thomas Kilgore: I’d be a marine biologist. I had 

planned on studying dolphin communication at the 

University of Miami. Then my dentist, a good role 

model, encouraged me to consider dentistry.

Dr. Vikki Noonan: Archeology--studying past cultures, 

excavating sites, and analyzing material/physical 

remains.

Dr. Mayumi Onoe-Miyamoto: I used to be a competitive ski 

racer in Japan. Also, I used to do ski patrol and was a 

ski instructor. I had a rescue scuba diver license when 

I was in dental school, so I would probably work at 

some resort.

Ms. Pamela Simmons: If I wasn’t in dentistry, I would 

be a medical electronic engineer or own a food truck.  

Physics and calculus were my best subjects in high 

school and college.  However, the notion of servicing 

equipment in small secluded room didn’t appeal to me!   

I also love to cook and feed people who love to eat!

Dr. Ana Zea: I’d be an architect, or a teacher (Oops . . . I 

am that, and I love it! :) Does this count?)

Mr. Martin Sisco: Surgical implant coordinator or 

coaching high school basketball.

Ms. Leila Joy Rosenthal: Teaching studio art at the MFA 

full-time instead of the part-time as I am now.  The 

MFA honored me last February for 60 years of teaching 

there thus far.

Dr. Andrew Miller: I would likely have started a 

construction contracting company. I used to work 

in commercial and industrial construction during 

the summer breaks in College, including renovating 

a grocery store, building trusses, cribbing (bridge 

building), and my masterpiece is a set of retaining 

walls that I built along one of the main highways in 

my hometown Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Much to 

the dismay of the other passengers, I point it out to 

whomever is in the vehicle with me every time I visit 

and drive by.

Dr. Frederick Hains: Stock broker.

Ms. Jenyffer Alvarez Zumaran: I would be back in school 

working towards a law degree.

Dr. Manish Bhagania: One of the rare things I remember 

doing is to remember people by their names. Until age 

catches up though!

Dr. Joseph Calabrese: Carpenter (finish work).

Dr. Fernando Harp Ruiz: Great at video games and parallel 

parking.

     One hidden talent you have?

Dr. Manish Bhagania: So, in another life I would have 

been a DJ and played peoples’ choice of music in a 

discotheque.

Dr. Joseph Calabrese: NBA basketball coach.

Dr. Fernando Harp Ruiz: Musical management or PR.

Dr. Jobren Dingle: Interior designing. I love the creativity 

and imagination involved in interior designing, and 

I’m always complimented on my own personal style. 

I have a huge interest in aesthetically pleasing 

architectural spaces.

Ms. Kathy Lituri: Playing in a band.

Dr. Michael Arcieri: [Being] raised with a Catholic 

upbringing and having attended a Jesuit high school, I 

actually contemplated going to seminary.  My guidance 

counselor . . . encouraged me to pursue my original 

dream—and so I did. As a young boy, during the time 

of the Apollo lunar missions, I thought it might be 

fun to be an astronaut but, unfortunately, I am prone 

to motion sickness so that left dentistry as my only 

option.  Call it destiny.

Dr. Mark Ferriero: Teaching Chemistry or Professional 

Musician or Broadway Performer.

Dr. Yael Frydman: I’d be a chef or food and travel blogger

--love good food, obsessed about cooking. My cookbook 

collection surpassed my dental book one!

Dr. Debashree Saxena: I can’t imagine myself being 

anything except a dentist, but I do believe I would 

have been incomplete without being a teacher and 

being able to instill good clinical skills, respect, and 

compassion in my students.

Dr. Neal Fleisher: I always thought there were many 

similarities between dentistry and being an auto 

mechanic. Lift the hood--open the mouth; oil--saliva; 

diagnosing  problems correctly were the key to success. 

There was a mechanic in our neighborhood, Jay, or Dr. 

Jay as we called him; he wore a long white lab coat . . . 

Everyone loved him, because he really knew how to fix 

your car. I think I would have apprenticed with him 

and worked with him. I did talk to him about it. After 

I went to dental school, he always asked me to bring 

broken dental instruments to him; he used them to 

clean carburetors. I brought him a whole bunch to use.

Dr. Bing Liu: I became a dental student at age 18 and 

never had an opportunity to explore other interests in 

my life. But I can say that how lucky I am to choose (or 

be chosen) by this profession!

Dr. Nauman Chatha: I would be a marine biologist, 

although ironically I’m super scared of sharks and 

will hardly step foot in the ocean :)

Dr. Samira Sheikh: I love architecture and design, and 

I would have loved to pursue that as my alternative 

career.

GSDM FACULTY/STAFF

Q& A
We see familiar faces in classrooms, clinic, SLC, and all around campus. 

Get to know our awesome faculty and staff on a more personal level!

          If you never went into dentistry, what

        do you think you’d be doing right now?
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Dr. Fernando Harp Ruiz: Sushi.

Dr. Jobren Dingle: Avocado! I mean, who doesn’t like 

avocados? Also, there are so many different ways to 

eat it, and you literally can have it any time of the day. 

Ms. Kathy Lituri: Local, seasonal tomatoes.

Dr. Michael Arcieri: My mom (still is) and my late Nonna 

were good cooks.  They had no formal training but 

always made memorable meals.  I enjoy a variety of 

foods from different cultures and am never afraid to 

try something new.

Dr. Mark Ferriero: BBQ Ribs.

Dr. Yael Frydman: Tapas!

Dr. Debashree Saxena: I would love to eat fish curry 

cooked by my mother every day.

Dr. Neal Fleisher: Easy--pizza. But it would have to be 

from Brooklyn.

Dr. Bing Liu: Crab legs.

Dr. Nauman Chatha: Daal Chawal (rice with lentils on 

top). A delectable yet very simple meal out of South 

Asia.

Dr. Samira Sheikh: One food would have to be sushi!

Dr. Hesham Nouh: Pizza. I love pizza, but it has to be 

“good” pizza, you know what I mean. Cheesy, crispy, and 

the right sauce-to-dough ratio.

Dr. Ana Keohane: It would be bread. In Colombia, we eat 

bread for breakfast. Not toast like here in the States, 

but bread. For me, bread is the perfect breakfast, lunch, 

dinner, or any time snack. If only they can make it 

carbohydrate free!!

Dr. Thomas Kilgore: That’s easy--fried clams. My mom 

claimed she craved fried clams before she delivered 

me. Best fried clam joints : The Clam Box on Wollaston 

Beach and C&L Frosty in Sherborn.

Dr. Vikki Noonan:  Fried chicken. Hands down.

Dr. Mayumi Onoe-Miyamoto: I love unagi (grilled eel) so I 

can eat it everyday!

Ms. Pamela Simmons: Yummy question! If I could eat one 

thing for the rest of my life, it would be rice! There are 

a variety of recipes you can create using rice.

Dr. Ana Zea: Pasta. I love ramen, like the braised rib 

ramen from Wagamama.

Mr. Martin Sisco: Chicken and the many ways to prepare 

it.

Ms. Leila Joy Rosenthal: Ice cream.

Dr. Andrew Miller: Candy!!! Gummies to be more specific 

because here in USA many people refer to chocolate 

bars as candy . . . but they are chocolate and not candy.

Dr. Frederick Hains: Ice cream.

Ms. Jenyffer Alvarez Zumaran: I would love to eat papaya 

all day, every day.

Dr. Manish Bhagania: Undoubtedly my short weekend 

trips to Switzerland (while I was in Germany) showed 

the most beautiful sights I have ever seen.

Dr. Joseph Calabrese: The hospital when my kids were 

born.

Dr. Fernando Harp Ruiz: Chiapas, Mexico.

Dr. Jobren Dingle: Brazil. Beautiful beaches, beautiful 

weather, and beautiful people.

Ms. Kathy Lituri: Ballston Beach.

Dr. Michael Arcieri: The most beautiful place I have ever 

been is in Italy.  Without a doubt it is Tuscany.  My wife 

and I went on our honeymoon and we have yet to go 

back. Life happens.

Dr. Mark Ferriero: Maui, Hawaii, and the Grand Canyon.

Dr. Yael Frydman: This is a tough one: I’ve been fortunate 

        What’s the most beautiful place
        you’ve ever been?

a deal, I will shine. Good negotiating happens when 

you build trust with the other person. I love using my 

interpersonal skills to convince others to see it my 

way :)

Dr. Thomas Kilgore: Model sailboat building.

Dr. Vikki Noonan: Tap dancing.

Dr. Mayumi Onoe-Miyamoto: I can ski backwards and spin 

360 degrees.

Ms. Pamela Simmons: Most of my talents are with my 

hands.  I’m not a professional hair braider, but I used 

to braid hair for children and adults.

Dr. Ana Zea: Painting.

Mr. Martin Sisco: I answer almost every question on 

jeopardy.

Ms. Leila Joy Rosenthal: I do not think I have any that 

are hidden.  I make use of all the talents that I think 

I have: Art, Music.

Dr. Andrew Miller: I learned to play a few instruments 

growing up and was in the Alberta Provincial Honor 

Band back in high school where I played the double 

bass.

Dr. Frederick Hains: Persistence.

Ms. Jenyffer Alvarez Zumaran: I have opposable fingers.

Dr. Manish Bhagania: That one food will be potato . . . :) 

Although mango comes very close second.

Dr. Joseph Calabrese: Pizza.

         If you could only eat 1 food for the
       rest of your life, what would it be?

Dr. Jobren Dingle: I don’t have a hidden talent I can 

think of. 

Ms. Kathy Lituri: I am a pretty good cake decorator.

Dr. Michael Arcieri: There are a couple of hidden talents 

that I have.  I took years and years of piano lessons 

when I was younger, and I absolutely loathed having 

to do recitals and playing for relatives.  I still play a 

little, but only when nobody is home (no witnesses!).  I 

also enjoy cooking.  

Dr. Mark Ferriero: Playing guitar, banjo, keyboards, 

singing, acting.

Dr. Yael Frydman: Photography. When I started my 

ortho residency, since I had to buy a good camera and 

equipment I decided to study photography as well for 

a year! Check out my insta! Also I’m a master answer 

finder! Can’t tolerate not knowing something, so I 

google faster than anyone I know.

Dr. Debashree Saxena: I love to sketch portraits.

Dr. Neal Fleisher:  Barbecue pit master. Who knew a guy 

from Brooklyn could make great ribs. I have actually 

taken continuing education courses on barbecue--even 

have a certificate.

Dr. Bing Liu: Basketball.

Dr. Nauman Chatha: I’m a master omelette chef, I think :)

Dr. Samira Sheikh: Hmm . . . hidden talent: I can definitely 

get my groove on, on the dance floor.

Dr. Hesham Nouh: I play the guitar. I was in a band; we 

recorded some songs.

Dr. Ana Keohane: I am a good negotiator. There are not 

a lot of opportunities for me to show off this skill 

as a dentist, but if I have the opportunity to make 
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themselves a massive favor and commit to honoring 

who you are, set boundaries for yourself, and stop 

looking to other people to create your self-worth. 

Ms. Kathy Lituri: When people don’t ask themselves these 

three things before saying something:  Is it true? Is it 

kind? Is it necessary?

Dr. Michael Arcieri: My biggest pet peeves (other than 

when my daughters wouldn’t listen) is the pullback of 

coiled dental tubing on handpieces and a/w syringes. 

But my number one is Boston drivers and Boston 

traffic . . . I have learned to tolerate it a little better 

since experiencing 6 lanes of bumper-to-bumper 

traffic in the Greater Toronto Area.  It puts my daily 

predicament into perspective.

Dr. Mark Ferriero: Punctuality--I don’t like it when 

people are late.

Dr. Yael Frydman: Bad table manners (people not using 

their cutlery correctly or chewing with their mouths 

open--such a turn off!)

Dr. Debashree Saxena: People using your belongings 

without asking.

Dr. Neal Fleisher: Hmm, toughest thing about this: I 

have a bunch. Not arriving on time, for myself or 

anyone else (I show up at the airport hours early).

Talking in class--oh, do I hate that. Not putting your 

left turn indicator on, and then I get stuck behind you. 

Hate that.

Dr. Bing Liu: People turning on their blinker at the last 

minute at the intersection, right in front of me.

Dr. Nauman Chatha: Not being on time and improper 

grammar :)

Dr. Samira Sheikh: When people don’t follow through on 

night and spectacular blue sky and eye-catching blue 

ocean at the Taketomi Island.

Ms. Pamela Simmons: The furthest I’ve travelled was to 

the Caribbean.  The most beautiful place that I’ve been 

was to Barbados.

Dr. Ana Zea: I’ve visited some amazing places in the 

country areas of Colombia. Also, I got to experience 

the Island of Baru in Colombia before it was developed 

into a tourist destination--that was AMAZING!

Mr. Martin Sisco: The Rocky Mountains, Denver, & 

Colorado Springs.

Ms. Leila Joy Rosenthal: Too many to mention and for 

lots of totally different reasons since I have travelled 

extensively throughout the world.

Dr. Andrew Miller: Banff National Park was always one 

of my favorite vacation destinations growing up. 

Everyone should try to make it there at least once in 

their life as it is well worth the trip!

Dr. Frederick Hains: Sunrise off Nantucket Island.

Ms. Jenyffer Alvarez Zumaran: The most beautiful place I 

have ever been is Venice, Italy.

Dr. Manish Bhagania: Allergies . . . (especially to rude and 

arrogant people).

Dr. Joseph Calabrese: Tardiness.

Dr. Fernando Harp Ruiz: Too many, but people who don’t 

look at you in the eyes when talking to you . . . I don’t 

trust them . . .

Dr. Jobren Dingle: People pleasers. Everyone should do 

their word.

Dr. Hesham Nouh: People who don’t say thank you. The 

world is a better place when we are are thankful and 

nice to one another.

Dr. Ana Keohane: My biggest pet peeve is when people 

give up! I feel that most people do not meet their 

potential because they give up on themselves. I came 

to the USA in 2001 with a plan. I was going to go to 

dental school to become an America dentist. However, 

I didn’t start dental school until 2014. In the interim, 

I started a family and worked many different jobs. But 

I never gave up on my dream to be a dentist. You only 

lose when you give up.

Dr. Thomas Kilgore: Salud!

Dr. Vikki Noonan: Littering.

Dr. Mayumi Onoe-Miyamoto: Absolutely “discriminations.”

Ms. Pamela Simmons: My biggest pet peeve is when 

individuals do not greet with a “Good Morning” or a 

“Hello”; it costs nothing to be polite.

Dr. Ana Zea: Illegible hand writing AND not picking up 

after yourself.

Mr. Martin Sisco: My love for teaching moments in sports 

and healthcare.

Ms. Leila Joy Rosenthal: Dental students who do not wear 

proper safety glasses in both the lab and the operatory.  

Wrap-arounds are “splash-guards” for patients only!!!

Dr. Andrew Miller: Taking up two parking spots in the 

parking lot.

Dr. Frederick Hains: Folks not keeping their agreements. 

Ms. Jenyffer Alvarez Zumaran: When someone responds to 

my question with “I don’t know,” or “Why me?” ◼

to visit many wonderful places and it’s really hard to 

pick only one . . . that would not be fair; but the top 

contenders are: San Giminiano , Strasbourg (especially 

when the winter market is open), Barcelona and 

Purmamarca to name a few, but must keep looking!

Dr. Debashree Saxena: Most beautiful place I have visited 

is Leh in India.

Dr. Neal Fleisher: Hayman Island, Australia--went there 

in 1990. Water was warm and more blue than I had 

ever seen it anywhere. Look it up, really magnificent.

Dr. Bing Liu: Bermuda.

Dr. Nauman Chatha: The Himalayas and Neuschwanstein 

Dr. Samira Sheikh: Bali, Indonesia . . . I fell in love with 

Bali the first time I went, with not only the beautiful 

beaches, but the quaint villages surrounding the city. 

Each village specialized in a different craft.

Dr. Ana Keohane: The most beautiful place I have ever 

been to is Paris, and I cannot tell you a specific place 

in the city because there are so many beautiful things. 

There are, of course, the things everyone knows about: 

the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre Museum, and the Arc de 

Triumphe. But there are also countless little things 

like the small shops, the coffee places, and even the 

street vendors. Parisians are so happy; they made me 

want to learn French.

Dr. Thomas Kilgore: Nantucket.

Dr. Vikki Noonan: Glacier National Park, MT.

Dr. Mayumi Onoe-Miyamoto: Taketomi Island, Okinawa, 

Japan. They have clear water and colorful coral reefs 

so the ocean is beautiful. I just made one of my dreams 

come true this past summer when I brought my kids 

and husband there and showed them the Milky Way at 

        What is your biggest pet peeve?

Never give up!-



HANDPIECES OF ADVICE
Any tips for D1 Operative Dentistry in the 

Simulation Learning Center?

“Don’t blow out the dust when making your lesion. 

The dust makes the red wax stick less, so it comes 

out much easier! Also, draw the outline of your prep 

with pencil so that it’s easier to see.”

--CHLOE HABIB
DMD 2022

“Make sure you get to the SLC 10-20 minutes early. 

It’ll help you be less stressed throughout the dem-

onstration! It’s okay to mess up a lot at first. Ask 

professors as often as you can for help; they’re there 

to guide you and help you learn and improve.”

--KAREN CHILEUITT
DMD 2022

“Don’t stress out if you make mistakes. It’s better 

to make new mistakes each time than none at all. 

You learn each time and the little mistakes will 

help you improve. Practice makes clinically accept-

able! :)”

--CAITLYN CHAMPAGNE
DMD 2022

“Get into the habit of double-checking your bench 

every time you pack up and leave to avoid forgetting 

instruments (e.g., high speed, Kavo jaws, etc).”

--OLIVIA NGUYEN
DMD 2022


